
[extract from ‘The Seven-versed Song of Creation by John L 
Bell, as used in the Wildlife Week in Iona Abbey, June 2022]

Note from EcoChaplain  Rev David Coleman 
We’re  delighted to be presenting this, with permission, to help reflect on the 
involvement, rather than detachment of God in the life of Planet Earth, in which 
Christ is incarnate.. Picture : NASA.

Note: For those born more recently:  Soviet ‘cosmonaut’ Yuri Gagarin was 
the first human to orbit the Earth in 1961. John Glen was the first US ‘astronaut’ to 
do likewise in 1962.  In keeping with the militantly atheist outlook of the Soviet 
regime, it was reported that Gagarin had said ““I looked and looked and looked, but I 
didn't see God.”  Glen’s Presbyterian faith, he later said, was strengthened by the 
experience.

=========================================

Verse 2 Genesis 1: 6-8 
Yuri Gargarin and John Glen circled the globe again and again. 
They saw the sky: it was so blue, 
though dark at times and puzzling too
But neither could claim that they'd seen the Lord 
or found the world's umbilical chord. 

Looking down 
on Earth... and Heaven



Tracey Orlando, aged about four 
looked at the sky from her mum's front door. 
She saw white clouds like her grandma's hair 
and giants and castles in the air. 
but after young Tracey had gone to the loo, 
the giants were gone and the castles too. 

Oliver Fonda believed if you die 
your soul must ascend to reside on high. 
Why then be buried deep under the ground 
if up in the sky is where we are bound? 
So Oliver started a graveyard in space 
and catapults corpses each day in a case. 

Light by itself is not enough
for light cannot illuminate anything
if everything is shapeless

So, on the second day, God creates order. 

God separates matter and handcrafts form. 
God creates distance, height, perspective, 
a universe in which the constituent components of the world 
as we know it will gradually emerge. 

But where is God located?
Ask the Yuri Gagarins
and John Glens and Tracey Orlandos and Oliver Fondas
who presume the Almighty must be above it all.

And somewhere the question is not answered
but transformed.
Why should heaven be beyond the blue 
and not within it?

Why should unseen realms accommodate God
and not inner space?
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